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Safety Message: Bee and Wasp awareness These insects seldom sting when they are 
out foraging unless they feel threatened (like being swatted at or stepped on). If you 
intend to work or camp in the area, scout the area for bee/wasp habitat first. Colonies  
become more aggressive and easily agitated in the late summer and fall. Know if you 
are allergic; have an epi-pen; know how to use it. If you disturb a nest and are being 
attacked, run away. Use your shroud or shirt to protect your head neck and face. 
Swatting and waving your arms aggravates bees/wasps more! 
 
 

 

 Judy Reese and Meg Cicciarella demobed from lodging in Prineville lodging and 

mobbed to the Ochoco NF SO.  
 Judy assisted staffing the Madras information center. 

 Judy also distributed 1500 placemats within Madras and 63 public contacts. 
 An extension request was submitted for relevant team members. 
 In Prineville, Meg evaluated formats for the final team report and began 

outlining contents. 
 Meg continued to update team documentation and took pictures for the final 

report. 
 Meg also organized all pictures taken to date and created a folder of the 

complete collection for Karen Curtiss. 

 Prevention information was shared with five businesses. 
 In Sisters, Taya Much assisted Jenny Reed with a media interview for the 

Statesman Journal. 

 Taya also submitted pictures to the central Oregon blogspot and to Twitter. 
 She also drove 80 miles and helped assess 8 private vehicles splattered with 

retardant. 
 Quintan Hecimovich in Cascade Lakes drove 200 miles and made seven public 

contacts. 
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